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Liz Truss has been accused by Russia's ambassador to the UK of being "very belligerent" and wanting to "prolong" the conflict in Ukraine. Andrei Kelin said the Foreign Secretary wanted to "instigate ..."

Blaney wins All-Star race, $1M 2 laps after thinking he won

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — The checkered flag was already waving for Ryan Blaney when the caution lights came on just yards before he got to the line to win NASCAR's All-Star race and $1 million.

Fuel shortage a new headache for farmers in Ukraine

The war with Russia cut fuel supplies just as farmers stepped up work for the spring season and they have lost about 85% of their normal supplies since the conflict started on February 24 ...

71 jets flying over Bay County: Tyndall hosting massive air-to-air exercise, Checkered Flag

TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE — Checkered Flag 22-2, one of the military's largest air-to-air exercises, has kicked off at Tyndall AFB and will run through May 20. The exercise focuses on the ...

Mir Jafar and Mir Sadiq: a historical perspective

In the latter part of the conflict, Arnold was commissioned as ... Another treacherous character from our chequered history is Mir Sadiq, who held the post of a minister in the cabinet of Tipu ...

Amber Heard's new PR guru has two DUI arrests, and was twice accused of sexual harassment

Shane's lawyer, Rebecca Kaufman, said her client 'adamantly denies Hollie Doker's allegation, which dramatically conflicts with ... to scrub details of his checkered past in the courts ...

Biography can humanise history

A conflict so layered and complex as the Revolt of 1857 has ... or otherwise — simply because of their lack of agency in the upheaval even though their chequered existence offers rich insights into ...

Taylor Lorenz admits Disinfo Board was a 'disaster on all fronts' after blaming pause on attacks of Jankowicz

Meanwhile, the board's executive director Nina Jankowicz was skewered by critics for her checkered past of spreading misinformation and for questionable social media posts. Jankowicz has since ...

The Strange Tale of Yeonmi Park

Park then goes on to point out the top and chequered pants her mother is wearing ... increasingly centered on religious conflict.

Having gotten bored of a desk job interviewing besuited politicians and generals in swanky hotels in central London, I decided to become a freelance conflict journalist. I had covered the Nagorno ...

The group, however, appealed to peace-loving Nigerians to continue to advocate for peace ahead of the 2023 general elections and shun any action or behaviour that could trigger violence, conflict and ...

Splitting audit and consultancy is nothing new for professional services businesses, but these separations have a chequered history.

He says he saw no conflict of interest between the court action and his becoming the business brains behind the expedition to find treasure, which he hopes to or trust off the coast of Yemen.

Amber Heard's new head of PR has a checkered past and left two jobs after ... which dramatically conflicts with Ms. Doker's original account that she posted over three years ago?" Moore's ...
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